In his paper On sequences and limiting sets [l], 1 G. T. Whyburn introduced the notion of regular convergence. He showed that in the cases of 0 and 1 regular convergence (see definition below) that the limit of sequences of many simple topological sets is of the same type as the members of the sequence. It is the purpose of this paper to extend some of these results to higher dimensions. The lack of simple characterizations of the higher dimension sets (such as the ^-sphere) makes the results much weaker than in the 0 and 1 dimensional cases.
In his paper On sequences and limiting sets [l] , 1 G. T. Whyburn introduced the notion of regular convergence. He showed that in the cases of 0 and 1 regular convergence (see definition below) that the limit of sequences of many simple topological sets is of the same type as the members of the sequence. It is the purpose of this paper to extend some of these results to higher dimensions. The lack of simple characterizations of the higher dimension sets (such as the ^-sphere) makes the results much weaker than in the 0 and 1 dimensional cases.
It is assumed throughout the paper that all sets lie in a compact metric space. All our complexes and cycles will be non-oriented, and the Vietoris cycles and chains ( F-cycles and F-chains) will have these as coordinates. The set of all points x whose distance from a set A is less than e will be denoted by U € (A). Finally we shall denote the boundary of an r-dimensional complex (or F-chain) z r by z r > Suppose the theorem to be true for r = k -1 and consider the case r = k. Let € be an arbitrary positive number and S < €, N be the numbers corresponding to it in Theorem 1. Now by hypothesis there exist positive numbers 8*"" 1 (S/3) and N k " 1 (ô/3) i and we define «*(€)=min(«*-W3), 3/3) and
DEFINITION. A sequence of closed sets (Ai) converging to a limit set A is said to converge r-regularly (-»r) if f or every
If s^k, we know that x 9 has a F-chain realization of diameter less than 8/3 <e since «*(«)£ «*-W3) and
Thus each simplex of this cycle has a F-chain realization in a subset of Ai of diameter less than 8/3. Furthermore we may suppose these realizations to be chosen so that common sides of two simplices have the same realizations. Now adding these F-chains for the simplices of the cycle we obtain a sequence of ^-dimensional cycles, a subsequence of which yields a ^-dimensional F-cycle of diameter less than ô k (e) +2(8/3) < 8/3+2(8/3) = 8 which is clearly a realization of the boundary of x k+1 . Now by the choice of 8, we know that x k+l has a F-chain realization in a subset of Ai (i>N k (e)>N) of diameter less than €. Thus the theorem is true for r = k and hence for all cases. 9 we obtain by an application of the prism construction [4] the homology x) n^f1l /zx r for all j. Thus ££ is not ~"/30 in C n , for if it were then x r~" /z0; but by a S^-projection into C of the 77/3-complex bounded by x r we could obtain an ^-complex in C bounded by #J( t ), contrary to our hypothesis. This shows that & is essential for sufficiently large n and concludes the proof.
The necessity of the regular convergence in the preceding theorem is shown by the following example. Let Ai be the arc of the circle p = l where 0 varies from l/i to 2w -(l/i); then A will be the circle p = 1, and the 0-regular convergence is clearly violated. Now A is the smallest carrier of an essential 1-cycle, but the theorem cannot be satisfied, as Ai contains no essential 1-cycles. COROLLARY 
If -4*-»^ (r -1)A, where Ai is a T r -set [5] for each i, then A is a T r -set.
PROOF. If the theorem were not true, then T would contain an essential r-dimensional cycle; but by the theorem there would exist essential r-dimensional cycles in some of the Ai, which contradicts their property of being 2Vsets. in M" corresponding to e& for all n such that Nk^n<Nk+h we shall have lining B n = B, and the conclusion of the theorem.
The necessity of the regular convergence in the preceding theorem is shown by allowing Mi to be a totally disconnected set for each i such that Hm»-.»*, Af,-= M is a unit interval, and hence the irreducible membrane of the homology of the 0-cycle consisting of its end points. Now clearly the convergence is not 0-regular, and the conclusion of the theorem is violated since no 0-cycle of any Mi is ~0. where we can suppose that iV was chosen large enough so that the same linear combination holds for each i. Now by projecting the complexes bounded by £ï+]C"=i a i£î*> we can establish a homology € r~£ "-i«i5-B ut £ r~0 ; therefore a,= 0 for all j. Thus £~0 in & for i>iV, which implies that £J is inessential.
Conversely, if £ r is essential then exactly the same procedure as was used in Theorem 3 can be used to show that all but a finite number of the £J are essential.
The necessity of the regular convergence in the preceding theorem is shown by the following example. Let d be the collection of points (x=j/3 i , y = 0) for j = 0, 1, • • • , 3*, then lim^*, C» = C=the unit interval from 0 to 1, and clearly the 0-regular convergence is violated. Now each d is an essential O-dimensional F-cycle and hence is its own irreducible carrier, but C clearly cannot be the irreducible carrier of an essential 0-cycle as all 0-cycles are ~0 in C. PROOF. In the proof of Theorem 5 we have seen how to establish a projection cycle £ r in B. Furthermore by projections into B of the
